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Contact Information:  

If you have questions about this document or would like additional information, please contact: 

Ryan Parkman, Student Pathways Division, at ryan.parkman@vermont.gov. 

Continuity of Learning: Selecting Priority Instructional Content - 

Mathematics 

Purpose  

The purpose of this document is to assist SU/SDs and schools in the process of selecting Priority 

Instructional Content. Priority instructional content is the content identified to facilitate the 

teaching and learning of the Critical Proficiencies that schools in Vermont were asked to 

identify in their Continuity of Learning Plans. 

Introduction 

“Teaching and learning is likely to move between in-person and remote settings 

throughout the coming school year. Identifying a common, high-quality curriculum 

that is used systemwide may or may not have been the practice in prior years; 

however, it will be critical to have a coherent curricular spine for every grade level and 

core content area to ensure continuity of learning for all students in the 2020-2021 

school year. The learning disruption that will occur as students move in and out of 

learning scenarios could be significant, and it is likely to be a routine feature of 2020-

2021 school year.  

The goal of all instruction—even in this time of disruption—is to ensure each student 

learns grade-level content and is ready to progress to the next grade. Given that many 

students will start the school year further behind than typical and that disruptions are 

likely, focusing students on the most important content will be essential.” (CCSSO 

Restart & Recovery: Considerations for Teaching and Learning: Academics) 

Selecting Priority Instructional Content  

Identified Critical Proficiencies 

Critical proficiencies are built upon explicit, measurable learning objectives based on standards, 

and measure a learner’s knowledge and skills demonstrated in a consistent manner in various 

settings over time. To support continuity of learning, new learning should center on high 

leverage concepts and skills that are identified as essential to readiness for future learning and 

grade promotion for the upcoming academic year. Critical proficiencies are those Proficiency 

Based Graduation Requirements (PBGRs) or standards that have been identified as non-

negotiable -- the essential knowledge, skills and abilities that teachers will focus on throughout 

the school year. Priority instructional content is the material chosen to deliver the instruction to 
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support the attainment of those critical proficiencies. In other words, the critical proficiencies 

determine the priority instructional content to be chosen.  

Selecting the Content 

Much of the work undertaken by schools to identify their PBGRs also serves as the basis for 

indicating those standards and skills that are essential at each grade level or cluster. There are 

other resources available to assist schools in identifying Priority Instructional Content in 

addition to their work in creating their PBGRs. Achieve The Core has authored Mathematics: 

Focus by Grade Level to identify those standards (by CCSS cluster) that show where a teacher 

should spend the majority of their time and instruction (see Figure 1 below). They have 

produced documents for every grade from Kindergarten through Grade 8.  

Figure 1: CCSS Where to Focus Grade 3 Mathematics 

 

Not every grade-level standard is equal in importance, and these guides have been produced 

to highlight those standards that will best prepare students for future learning and ultimately to 

be college and career ready. The standards have been further separated into those that should 

represent the majority of a students’ learning time, those standards that are supportive and 

those that can be additional clusters to cover if time allows. Refer to the Common Core State 

Standards for Mathematics for the specific standards that fall within each cluster.   

https://achievethecore.org/category/774/mathematics-focus-by-grade-level
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The standard clusters listed in each grade level directly match the concepts and procedures that 

compose the Test Blueprints for the SBAC summative assessments. Within the SBAC Blueprint, 

the same priority clusters have been identified; the SBAC Blueprint differs, however, from the 

Achieve the Core work since the "supporting" and "additional clusters” have been combined. 

The test blueprint for the high school summative assessment (listed as Grade 11) can be utilized 

to determine the focus areas for high school since Achieve the Core did not produce a Focus 

Area document for that grade level.  

Utilizing the Test Blueprints and the Focus Areas by Grade Level to determine a SU/SD’s critical 

proficiencies, and thus selecting the instructional content to support those concepts, ensures 

that students will be assessed on areas where they have received instruction.  

Figure 2: All Learners Network High Leverage Concepts Grades 3-5 

 

Another organization, the  All Learners Network (ALN),  has crafted their version of “focus 

areas,” which they have termed  High Leverage Concepts (HLCs) (as seen in Figure 2 above). 

These HLCs are seen as the key mathematical understandings that students will need to be 

successful in the following year of school. In the strategies employed by the ALN, the HLCs are 

the focus of most/all remedial efforts at a particular grade level. So, at any particular grade 

level, it is imperative to know the HLCs of the prior year and to assess which students have 

deficits in those areas, and then to provide intervention to develop those much-needed skills.   

The ALN has also created High Leverage Assessments to align to the HLCs for each grade. To 

be forward thinking, a teacher’s current grade level instruction should prioritize the HLCs for 

https://contentexplorer.smarterbalanced.org/test-development#blueprints
https://www.alllearnersnetwork.com/
https://www.alllearnersnetwork.com/high-leverage-concepts
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the current year to remove the need for remediation in subsequent grades to the best extent 

possible. The HLCs are closely aligned with the Focus Areas outlined by Achieve the Core.  

Supporting Instruction Using Quantile Math Skills Database 

A virtual tool that can be useful in the design of instruction is the Quantile Math Skills 

Database. This is a free tool for Vermont educators that can be used to identify the skills that 

comprise a given mathematical standard. These skills can be organized according to an increase 

in the Quantile measure which also corresponds to an increase in the level of difficulty. Many 

skills are present within multiple individual standards, some research by standard “cluster” is 

beneficial to locate all skills within a particular CCSS Cluster.   

Figure 3: Quantile Math Skills Database 

 

For example, the CCSS cluster 3.OA.A: Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and 

division, contains four individual standards which collectively comprise six different skills (see 

Figure 3 above).  Upon inspecting each of the four standards you will notice that 3.OA.A.3 

contains all six of the skills found in the entire cluster.  This tool can be beneficial in determining 

the sequencing of instruction for a student and ascertaining their placement in the learning 

progression of the particular skill.  

Conclusion 

It is important to refine your curriculum in order to support the social emotional well-being of 

all students while still preparing them for future learning. Refining curriculum focuses what is 

taught and assessed to best prepare students in meeting a district’s PBGRs. This does not imply 

that some concepts are unimportant or dismissed, but it does help to differentiate that which is 

addressed versus assessed. When determining curriculum, take into consideration the 

following: 

https://hub.lexile.com/math-skills-database
https://hub.lexile.com/math-skills-database
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/3/OA/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/3/OA/
https://hub.lexile.com/math-skills-database
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• A coherent curricular spine for every grade level is essential to ensure continuity of 

learning for all students in the 2020-2021 school year. 

• Critical proficiencies are those PBGRs or standards that have been identified as non-

negotiable and priority instructional content is the material chosen to deliver the 

instruction. 

• Not every grade-level standard is equal in importance and resource guides have been 

produced to highlight those standards that will best prepare students for future 

learning. 

The selection of priority instructional content allows students to learn the concepts identified by 

a district’s critical proficiencies, derived from the state-adopted Common Core State Standards 

– Mathematics, and is paramount for ensuring equitable access and outcomes for students.   

Resources 

CCSSO, Restart & Recovery: Considerations for Teaching and Learning: Academics 

AOE, Continuity of Learning: Identifying Critical Proficiencies 

AOE, Continuity of Learning 

AOE, Proficiency-Based Graduation Requirements 

Student Achievement Partners – Achieve the Core, Mathematics: Focus by Grade Level 

CCSS Initiative, Mathematics Standards 

Smarter Balanced, SBAC Test Blueprints 

ALN, All Learners Network 

ALN, High Leverage Concepts 

ALN, High Leverage Assessments 

MetaMetrics, Quantile Math Skills Database 

CCSS Initiative, 3rd Grade: Operations and Algebraic Thinking 
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